PICTURE BOOKS:

Adopting a Dinosaur (E ANDRES)
Can I Be Your Dog? (E CUMMINGS)
I Found a Kitty (E CUMMINGS)
I Am a Wolf (E MILLER)
Pick a Pup (E CHALL)
Felipe and Claudette (E TEAGUE)
Won-Ton: A Cat Tale Told in Haiku (E WARDLAW)
El Perro con Sombrero (SPAN E KENT)

CHAPTER BOOKS:

Ellie the Flower Girl (j BARKLEY—Beg Chap)
The D.O.G. (j EIG —Beg Chap)

NON-FICTION:

Adopting Pets (j 636.7 GUTMAN)
Learning to Care for a Dog (j 636.7 NIVEN)
Learning to Care for Small Mammals (j 636.9 NIVEN)
Tales from the Animal Shelter (j 636.083 SHAW)